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Activities Online and At Home
FEATURED ACTIVITY:
Melting Snow Person
WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

Physical Literacy:
Balancing Poses
Literacy Corner

2022
Writing
with Icicles
Bundle up and go on an
outdoor adventure with
your child to collect icicles.
If there are no icicles
outside, you can make your
own by filling the bottoms
of a few Ziploc bags with
water and placing them in
the freezer overnight.
Together with your child,
hold an icicle like a pencil
and use it to ‘write’ on
coloured construction
paper. You might need to
take a break or wear some
winter gloves if your hands
get too cold. Using icicles is
a new and exciting way for
children to learn letters and
practice writing. It is also a
great sensory activity.
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WHAT TO DO:
Connecting families in
Windsor-Essex by providing
engaging activities. Please visit
W.E. EarlyON to You: Online
and Pre-Recorded Activities
for great ideas and activities to
do with your children. Check
back regularly for updates!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use a spoon to collect some snow and place it in the container.
With assistance, use the scissors to cut two eyes, a nose, and a
mouth out of felt or paper.
Glue the items onto the sealable bag to make a face.
Place the snow into the bag and seal it tight.
Tape the bag to a window or place it on a flat surface and
watch what happens!
How long do you think it will take the snow person to melt?

EarlyON Storyboard: Snow or Ice
Follow along as we sort winter sports based on
where they are played.

Virtual EarlyON
Join us for our ZOOM programming!
To register: http://www.earlyonwindsoressex.ca

If you have not already done so, please subscribe to our Children’s Services,
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